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Safety fittings for the water supply in
the building technology sector
Materials

Temperatures

Pressures

from 3 bar to 10 bar
Inlet pressures up to 40 bar
Outlet pressures adjustable

from –10 °C to +95 °C

Media

Threaded connection

Flange connection

from G ½" to G 2"

from DN 15 to DN 100

Our pressure reducing valves with potable water approvals, with either threaded or flange
connections do not only cover all classical areas of the water supply sector: They are often
used for applications in sprinkler systems, in water-treatment or desalination plants. The
materials for all wetted parts do not only fulfill the stringent national DGVW regulations but
also those in France (ACS), the UK (WRAS) and Norway (SINTEF).

Especially for sanitary applications corrosion resistant gunmetal is required. Bodies made of gunmetal
guarantee an excellent resistance to the most varied
drinking-water qualities and degrees of hardness. Particularly for valves which are used in potable water
applications, the Goetze KG accepts no compromises
with regard to the materials used. Only the highest
quality materials, which are recommended and approved for potable water applications are accepted.
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Safety valves with diaphragm
Series 651mW

Safety valve assemblies
Series 669

made of gunmetal, angle type
with threaded connections

made of gunmetal, straight way
form with threaded connections

Neutral
Non-neutral
Gastight
Bellows
Diaphragm
MEDIA:
WARM WATER
UP TO 95 °C

6.3

651mWNK enlarged outlet (TÜV/CE)
651mWIK with inlet and outlet diameter equal
Particularly in the case of valves which are employed in potable
water installations, we do not accept any compromises regarding the materials used. Only the highest quality materials
suitable and approved for potable water applications are used in
these valves. These types of safety valves with diaphragm are
installed in the cold water pipe before the hot water heater to
protect it from inadmissible overpressure.

The combination of shut-off valve, strainer, dirt trap and diaphragm safety valve the 669sWK version, as well as the additional pressure reducing valve in the 669pWK, in a space-saving
body guarantees adherence to the mandatory order for all valves
required in a drinking water circuit heaters. This eliminates the
necessity for time-consuming individual installation. The body
made of gunmetal guarantees an excellent resistance to the
most varying qualities of potable water.

Threaded connections
from G ½" to G 2"

Threaded connections
G ½" and G 3/4"

Temperatures
from –10 °C to +95 °C

Temperatures
from –10 °C to +95 °C

Pressures
from 3 bar to 10 bar

Pressures
from 3 bar to 10 bar
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Pressure reducing valves
Series 481 and 681

Pressure reducing valves
Series 482 and 682

made of stainless steel and gunmetal
with threaded connections

made of stainless steel and gunmetal
with flange connections

An all-metal construction with no plastic parts, the highest level
of corrosion resistance and special approvals for potable water
applications characterize these products. The pressure reducing
valves can also be used for warm water applications. The control
unit is fully relieved, meaning that the set outlet pressure is
always held constant even in the case of greatly fluctuating inlet
pressures. An additional advantage: The complete valve insert
can be serviced or relaced without having to remove the valve
itself. As an accessory, we recommend fitting a pressure gauge
on the outlet side, only then is it possible to check beyond doubt
the actual outlet pressure and correct functioning of the pressure reducing valve.
Optionally available with female thread.

Proven products are optimized for new application areas: For
highest demands in water supply systems our premium model
is made completely of high corrosion resistant and acid-proof
stainless steel (AST/AISI 316). For fully desalinated as well as
softened water, due to its excellent material properties stainless
steel is ideally suited to these applications. Gunmetal is the ideal
material for potable water installations; the alloy used fulfills the
most modern hygienic requirements and is dezincification-proof.
The complete valve insert including strainer can be exchanged.
The use of a pressure reducing valve prevents pressure damage
and reduces water consumption.

Threaded connections
from G ½" to G 2"

Flange connections
from DN 15 to DN 100

Temperatures
from –10 °C to +95 °C

Temperatures
from –10 °C to +95 °C

Inlet pressure up to 40 bar
Outlet pressure adjustable
from 0.5 bar to 15 bar

Inlet pressure up to 40 bar
Outlet pressure adjustable
from 0.5 bar to 15 bar
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